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Introduction

32
For the need of high energy density the study of microscale combustion has attracted significant 33 interests over the last decade leading to the miniaturization of sustainable industrial 34 combustion process. To apply the concept of micro-combustion in process engineering, the 35 problems arise by reducing the combustion volume need to be addressed carefully. Combustion 36 in such small combustors is different from their macro scale counterparts. This is mainly 37 because in micro-scales, strong interactions between the flame and combustor walls result in 38 different characteristics and behaviors of the confined flame.
39
One of the main topics in combustion in micro-scales is to find methods for extending 40 flammability limits. Various works have been done in this topic in the past decades. Wan et al. 41 investigated the effect of different bluff bodies [1] and wall cavities [2] in a planar micro-42 channel on flammability limits of H2-air combustion. They observed that blow-off limit is greatly 43 extended as compared with that of the micro-combustor without using them. Yan et al.
44 [3] showed the beneficial effects of hydrogen addition on catalytic methane-air combustion on 45 flame stability. [4] . 54 Dogwiler et al. [5] experimentally studied the combustion of lean premixed methane/air 55 ( = 0.33) in a planar channel with 7mm width . Both symmetric and asymmetric flames were 56 observed in this work. They concluded that the sensitivity of the flame to external perturbations 57 that existed in their experiment resulted in a random upper and lower asymmetric flame 58 behaviors. Steady asymmetric flames were also observed by Kurdyumov et al. ([6] , [7] ) in their 59 study of methane/air and propane/air flame propagation. They observed asymmetric stable 60 flames in the upper flammability limits. This was in agreement with findings of Dogwiler et al.
61 [1] . The emphasize in their work was to investigate the flashback limits of the flame in micro-62 scale ( [6] , [7] ), and the physics underlying the asymmetric behavior of the flame was not 63 discussed in their study.
64
It is now well demonstrated that hydrodynamic, body-force and diffusive-thermal effects preferential diffusion of mass and heat of reaction [9] . Based on the value of Lewis number, two 71 types of diffusive-thermal instability can be distinguished, (i) cellular instability for Lewis 72 numbers smaller than a critical value (typically less than one), and (ii) pulsating instability for
73
Lewis numbers above this critical value.
74
To study the diffusive-thermal instability effects, there are two reported methods. The 75 first one is to assume that the density of the flow is constant. To this end, the governing 76 equations are solved utilizing thermal-diffusive formulations (e.g. [10] and [11] ). The other 77 method is to use non-unity Lewis number (e.g., [12] ). Altantzis et al. [12] investigated the effect 78 of hydrodynamic and diffusive-thermal instabilities in lean premixed hydrogen/air planar 79 flames using DNS and utilizing a one-step global reaction model. They considered the effective
80
Lewis number equals to 0.404, where the diffusive-thermal instability exists.
81
Petchenko and Bychkov [13] , using linear stability analysis, studied the stability of a flame 82 in a micro cylindrical tube with adiabatic walls and asymmetric perturbations. They showed 83 that for tubes with diameters higher than a critical value, small perturbations grow 84 exponentially that make the flame asymmetric. They stated that the critical value is proportional 85 to the cutoff wavelength (λ c ) of the Darrieus-Landau (DL) instability. Tsai [14] number assumption. He [14] found that asymmetric flames occurs only in ducts with diameters 90 higher than the critical value, 120×lf (lf is the flame thickness) [14] . This was in agreement with 91 linear stability analysis of Petchenko and Bychkov [13] . They ( [13] , [14] ) related this behavior 92 to the secondary DL instability as mentioned by Liberman et al [15] .
93
Liberman et al. [15] studied the propagation of a laminar flame in wide tubes (with 94 diameter higher than 3.4 times of the cut-off wavelength) using direct numerical simulation. To 95 exclude the effects of thermal-diffusive instability, they assumed the Lewis number is unity. [12] . The governing equations are solved using detailed transport to investigate the effects of 
Governing equations and Numerical procedure
136
In the present work, we assumed that the characteristic length of the combustion 137 chamber is sufficiently larger than the molecular mean free path of the reacting flow gases.
138
Thus, the fluid continuity is established and Navier-Stokes equations and no-slip wall condition 139 are applicable in micro-combustion. Based on different references (i.e. [17] , [18] ), it can be 140 assumed that the effect of radiation on the combustor wall is negligible. interval of 100 to 400 and hence the flow is considered to be laminar. The present simulations 148 are limited to two-dimensional modeling, thus typical three-dimensional effects are neglected.
149
In a two-dimensional DNS framework for micro planner channels, Pizza et al. ([4] , [20] , [21] ) Continuity:
where ρ, u, and µ are density, velocity and dynamic viscosity, respectively. pd is the 171 hydrodynamic pressure. The stress tensor (S) in equation (2) conductivity, heat capacity, and enthalpy of the i th specie, respectively.
174
The ideal gas equation of state is written as:
where, ̅ is the mean molecular weight of the mixture and Ru is the universal gas constant.
176
Here, pt is the thermodynamic pressure which is assumed to be constant in low-Mach number 177 assumption.
178
The species conservation equation is written as:
where, ̇ is the consumption/production rate of i th specie which is calculated by equations (8- 
where, Dim is the average diffusivity of the i th specie and Xi is the mole fraction of i th specie. Fick 186 law is used for calculation of Dim and Dij is evaluated using Chapman-Enskog model [23] .
187
One of the conventional geometries to study the micro-scale combustion is the heated Ref. [4] , is also applied in the present work.
192
The no-slip boundary conditions for velocity and zero-flux for all species are applied at Further details on the solver developed, validation of the results can be found in Ref. [29] .
In this section we investigate (i) the flame evolution from 'symmetric' to 'asymmetric' by 217 analyzing the contours of OH radicals, (ii) we examine the role of two types of instabilities (i.e. 
223
In the present work, similar to the results given by Pizza et al. [4, 20] upper and lower 224 steady asymmetric flame were observed for the same inlet conditions but for different initial 225 conditions. In the present work, in order to perform a reasonable and physical parametric study 226 (i.e. different Lewis number, inlet velocity and equivalence ratio), we considered a specific 227 initial conditions in all simulations(temperature patch) which give us upper asymmetric flame.
228
The results presented in this paper are obtained for non-constant Lewis number as it is 229 calculated through the computation by dividing thermal diffusivity to mass diffusivity. Thermal thermal-diffusive instabilities, the Lewis number is artificially set to be a fixed number.
234
Flame evolution from symmetric to asymmetric shape
235
The process of evolving a symmetric flame into an asymmetric shape in a heated micro-236 channel is illustrated in Fig. 4 . This figure represents time series of OH contours for test section 237 of channel (see Fig. 1 ) with width of 1mm, inlet velocity of 300 cm/s and = 0.5. further show that the OH mass fraction increases in the evolution of a symmetric flame to an 248 asymmetric shape. This is due to an increase in the flame surface area, which increases the 249 reaction rate and consequently an increase in the mass fraction of OH radicals.
250
In order to better understand the process of evolution a symmetric flame into the on the previous works (e.g., [11] , [12] , [30] - [32] ) in order to isolate the effects of Darrieus-
268
Landau instability on the flame behavior, the assumption of unity Lewis number (Le) is made.
269
With this assumption the effects of diffusive-thermal instability are dropped [12] . Hence, in our 270 computation for all time steps for having a unity Lewis number, the mass diffusivity is 271 considered to be a fixed coefficient of thermal diffusivity (i.e. α = D). Then, in order to examine 272 the effect of diffusive-thermal instability, we use a non-unity Lewis number which leads to 273 create an interaction between thermal and mass diffusive fluxes.
274
We first study the contribution of DL instability by performing the computations for unity where the flame is convex toward the burnt gases, fuel diffuses in a larger area and the local 299 flame speed decreases. In such condition, the flame is convex toward the cold mixture (Fig. 8b) , 300 the fuel diffuses faster than heat to the fresh gas (i.e. α < D). So the concentration of radicals is 301 high and the local flame speed near the walls increases. This is a typical behavior of an unstable 302 flame where it stretches near the walls.
303
For Le = 1.5, the diffusion of species to the wall decreases, so the reactions activity next to equivalence ratios. While for higher inlet velocities in Fig. 10 where the flame has an 331 asymmetric shape, the Lewis number remains almost constant behind the flame front.
332
In Fig. 11 , the behavior of Lewis number is depicted for different equivalence ratios when 333 the flame has a symmetric shape. For attaining symmetric flames, different inlet velocities were 334 utilized for the considered equivalence ratio. This is because the symmetric shape of the flame 335 alters by the increase equivalence ratio and hence in order to have a symmetric flame we need 336 to increase the inlet velocity accordingly.
337
To illustrate qualitatively this behavior, the contour of temperature is shown in Fig. 12 . As 
A criteria for asymmetric behavior of flame
360
As mentioned above, the length of flame front (length of A-B-C line in Fig. 12 ) is an shape. For equivalence ratios below unity, the length of asymmetric flames is more than the 368 symmetric ones. However, in equivalence ratios above unity this trend is reversed. So the length 369 of flame front for asymmetric flames becomes less than the symmetric ones. This can be due to 370 the increase of the flame speed caused by increasing the equivalence ratio from 0.5 to 1.
371
It is seen that for hfs in the interval between 1.1 and 1.15 the instability is occurred and 372 the flame becomes asymmetric in shape. This range of hfs has been also observed for various 373 channel heights. 
Conclusions
375
In the present work the asymmetric behavior of flame in micro-scales is studied number less than unity, evolution of a symmetric flame into an asymmetric shape is observed.
387
This clearly shows that the diffusive-thermal instability plays a major role in the formation of 388 asymmetric flames in micro-channels with preheated walls.
389
Second, to study the role of thermal and mass diffusions, these parameters were 390 modeled by accounting multi-species diffusions. It is found that in symmetric flames, there 391 exists a reduction of the Lewis number behind the flame front. This is due to the alternation in
